
On October 2, 2015 the 

women’s auxiliary council of 

“Aleppo” Compatriotic 

Charitable Organization 

initiated a charity breakfast 

ahead of the Holy 

Translators’ Day and the 

2797th anniversary of Yerevan 

city. 

The profit generated from the initiative, where the representatives of the 

Executive Body of the Organization and a number of guests took part, will go to 

the charity programs of the organization. The charity initiative was implemented 

with the support of the sponsors Mrs. Maral Karakashian, Mrs. Laura Basmajian, 

Eugene Gablanian, Gohar Azlian, Marijean Chemberjian, Sona Sarafian, and 

Silva Fattale. 

On October 5, 2015 the Executive Director of National Social Housing    

Association (ASBA), Ara Nazinyan, and the representative of the            

organization, Ani Abrahamyan, presented the social housing program to 

the Syrian-Armenians at “Aleppo” CCO’s new center. The purpose of the 

program is to help Syrian-Armenian families in need to obtain affordable 

houses in Dilijan, and within the possible limits assist in finding jobs. 

Mr. Nazinyan presented the houses built within the frames of the project, 

which Syrian-Armenian families can obtain either by purchasing or by 

renting. AMD. Under the arrangement, it is possible to buy a house,  
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Youth Council of “Aleppo” CCO Participated in the 
5

th
 forum of Youth clubs  

paying partially, while in case of renting the rental 
fee will be 50,000 AMD. 

He also noted that obtaining a house in Dilijan, 
the resident spends less money on utility          
payments; average annual utility fee is           
7,000-10,000 AMD. The above-mentioned houses 
are two-story, repaired, have 2 bedrooms,             
2 bathrooms, a kitchen, a dining room, and a plot. 
They are adjacent to the downtown, close to the 
school and the kindergarten. 

Reflecting on employment opportunities, Mr. 
Nazinyan noted that an agreement had been reached   
between Dilijan Municipality and a number of                 
organizations, operating in the city, which are ready to   
offer jobs to Syrian –Armenian families living in Dilijan. 

He also mentioned, that ASBA Foundation is planning to 
organize social entrepreneurship project for                  
Syrian-Armenian families living in Dilijan. This program 
will give the opportunity of acquiring entrepreneurial 
knowledge and skills, encouraging creation of new       
businesses. Read more 
 
 
 
 
 

 

On October 2-4, 2015 the Federation of Youth 

Clubs of Armenia (FYCA), with support of the      

Ministry of Sport and Youth Affairs of RA, organized 

the 5
th
 forum of Youth clubs in Yerevan and    

Stepanavan to promote the consolidation and      

expansion of youth clubs and centers in Armenia. 

Apart from the representatives of more than 100 

organizations and youth clubs, selected from        

different regions, Javakhk, and Artsakh, the         

representatives of youth council of “Aleppo”          

organization also took part in the forum. During the forum, within the frames of a separate session, 

the latter presented to the participants the activities of the organization, and the projects aimed at 

active engagement of Syrian-Armenian youth in the social life of Armenia. 

http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/the-presentation-of-social-housing-program-of-dilijan-held-at-aleppo-cco/


On October 6, 2015, the first housewarming took 
place within the frames of “Aleppo” Compatriotic 
Charitable Organization’s “Host a Family” program. 
From now on, vulnerable Syrian Refugee family 
sheltered in Armenia, in the face of Siranoush 
Ayntap and Sarkis Asadour, will have reliable roof 
in the Motherland. 

The Chief of staff at the RA Ministry of Diaspora, 
Mr. Firdus Zakarian, the Head of the Department of 
Armenian Communities of the Near East and 

the Middle East at RA Ministry of Diaspora, Mr. Levon Antonyan, United Nations High                
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR Armenia) external   relations coordinator, Ms. Anahit          
Hayrapetyan, the sponsor of the program Mrs. Angel Chemberjian, the representative of the Global 
Hope Network International, French-Armenian philanthropist 
Mr. Vazgen Melkonyan, and the                  representatives 
of the Executive Body of “Aleppo” CCO honored the 
housewarming with their presence. 

Giving a welcoming speech, the Founding President of 
“Aleppo” CCO, Mrs. Ani Balkhian, mentioned that the        
unshakeable faith of “Aleppo” organization, the                  
unconditional trust of UNHCR in Armenia,  and Mr. and Mrs. 
Gabriel and Angel Chemberjians’ patriotic generosity were 
very useful. Due to the long-lasting work of these two        
organizations and Chemberjian Family, it became possible 
to provide Syrian-Armenian refugee families with an apartment in their Motherland. 

Highly signifying the support by UNHCR Armenia, Mrs. Balkhian, expressed her gratitude for the 
faith in the work of the organization. She mentioned that the vital assistance of UNHCR Armenia in 
the implementation of the project is invaluable. 

Expressing deep gratitude to the project donor Chemberjian Family, Mrs. Balkhian noted that the 
significant contribution of Chemberjian family to the project deserves only respect and honor. She 
expressed belief, that serving as an example for many Armenians, this patriotic act of Chemperjian 

family will support the welfare of Syrian-Armenian 
families in need. 

In her speech, Mrs. Balkhian, referring to           
Asadour’s family celebrating the housewarming, 
congratulated them and wished that the new roof 
would help them build faithful future in the        
homeland. 

The Chief of staff at the RA Ministry of Diaspora, Mr. Firdus Zakarian, also gave welcoming speech. 
Congratulating the family on the housewarming, the latter spoke highly of the extensive work of  

The First Housewarming in the Frames of “Aleppo” CCO’s 

“Host a Family” program  



“Aleppo” CCO, which succeeded in developing 
and implementing projects in short time that are 
of great importance for the Syrian-Armenian 
families living in Armenia. Thanking            
Chemberjian family, he also strongly              
emphasized their devotion to the Motherland. 

Giving a welcoming speech, UNHCR external 
relations coordinator, Ms. Anahit Hayrapetyan, 
highlighted the relevance of “Host a Family” 
program and thanked “Aleppo” CCO and 
Chemberjian family for their support and the 
conducted work. 
 

The sponsor of the “Host a Family” program Mrs. Angel Chemberjian gave the keys of the new 
apartment to the Syrian-Armenian family. 

It is worth reminding, that “Host a Family” program aims at stopping the pressing phenomenon of 
migration from Armenia, putting an emphasis on the urge of keeping Syrian-Armenians close to 
mother colony, Aleppo. 

The project is being implemented with financial assistance of sponsors, who are buying apartments 
in Armenia, and allocating these apartments for an uncompensated use, under certain conditions to 
Syrian families in need. 

In the framework of the project, UNHCR Armenia provides furniture and household appliances for 
the newly obtained apartments. 

The second housewarming in the framework of the 
 project “Host a family” by “Aleppo” CCO 

On October 6, 2015, the second family got a new home in the framework of the project “Host a    
family” by “Aleppo” Compatriotic Charitable Organization. 

Due to the conditions, Maral Nalbandian’s family of 
three that have been lately moved to Armenia, were 
provided by a flat without any charge. 

The housewarming ceremony was honored by the 
presence of  benefactress Mrs. Angel Chemberjian 
and the representatives of “Aleppo” CCO executive 
staff. 

In her greeting speech Mrs. Ani Balkhian –               
the founding president of “Aleppo” CCO, mentioned their deepest gratitude to Mr. Gabriel and           
Mrs. Angel Chemberjian for their patriotic activities and all their indispensable assistance for the be-
nevolence of the nation. Mrs. Balkhian attached great importance to the fact that by this patriotic 



generous act Chemberjian’s family gives hope to the families in vulnerable situations, to              
confidently build their future in their historical motherland and not to hold fast the migration path. 

 The keys of the new apartment were handed to the Syrian-Armenian family by Mrs. Angel        
Chemberjian  – the benefactress of “Host a family” project. 

Recall that “Host a family” project’s aim is to stop the urgent phenomenon of Syrian-Armenians’    
migration from Armenia, emphasizing the need to keep the Mother colony close to Aleppo. 

The third housewarming in the framework of the 
 project “Host a family” by “Aleppo” CCO 

 

On October 6, 2015 the third family got a 

new home in the framework of the project 

“Host a family” by “Aleppo” Compatriotic 

Charitable Organization. 

Due to the conditions, Grigor Stepanyan’s 

family of three that have been lately moved 

to Armenia, were provided by a flat without 

any charge. 

As in the case of previous housewarming 

events, this time also the event was honored by the benefactress Mrs. Angel Chemberjian and the 

representatives of “Aleppo” CCO’s executive staff. 

Congratulating Stepanyan’s family on the occasion of being included in the project “Host a family”, 

Mrs. Ani Balkhian – the founding president of “Aleppo” CCO, wished this opportunity to become the 

catalyst for the family to stay and build a prosperous future in their historical motherland. 

The keys of the new apartment were handed to the Syrian-Armenian family by Mrs. Angel        

Chemberjian – the benefactress of “Host a family” project. 

Recall that “Host a family” project’s aim is to stop the urgent phenomenon of Syrian-Armenians’   

migration from Armenia, emphasizing the need to keep the Mother colony close to Aleppo. 

The project is implemented with financial assistance of donors, who are buying flats in Armenia, 

and provide Syrian families in need with home without any charge and under the set conditions. 

UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) office provides furniture for the newly purchased 

apartments in the framework of the project. 



The Founding President of the Global Hope Network  
International, Hal Jones, Visits “Aleppo” CCO 

On October 7, 2015, within the 

frames of “Aleppo” Compatriotic 

Charitable Organization’s “Host a 

Family” Emergency housing     

project, a meeting between the 

founding president of the Global 

Hope Network International, Mr. 

Hal Jones, the manager of       

volunteer programs, Mr. Vazgen Melkonyan, and the representatives of the Executive Body of 

“Aleppo” CCO took place. 

During the meeting the Founding President of “Aleppo” CCO, Mrs. Ani Balkhian, thoroughly           

introduced the activities, the implemented and ongoing projects, undertaken by the organization. 

The two parties discussed the prospects of the possible cooperation. 

Within the frames of the visit, the representatives of the Global Hope Network International met with 
the beneficiary Syrian-Armenian families in need of “Aleppo” CCO. 

RA Minister of Diaspora and the U.S. Deputy Chief of 
Mission to Armenia Visit “Aleppo” CCO 

On October 9, 2015 “Aleppo”        

Compatriotic Charitable Organization’s 

newly-opened center was honored to 

host RA Minister of Diaspora Hranush 

Hakobyan and the U.S. Deputy Chief 

of Mission to Armenia, Mr. Clark Price. 

The distinguished guests were greeted 

by the Executive Body of “Aleppo” 

CCO in the person of the Founding 

President, Mrs. Ani Balkhian, and the Vice President, Mrs. Zovig Baytarian. Within the frames of the 

meeting, the grant provided to “Aleppo” CCO by the U.S. sponsored Julia Taft Fund for Refugees, 

was presented to attendees. 

The members of the U.S. Embassy staff and the representatives of Aleppo” CCO were also present 
at the meeting. 



US Embassy funded Project Targets Syrian Youth      
Educational Needs 

Since October 2015, “Aleppo”       

Compatriotic Charitable Organization 

implements “Syrian Youth for a Better 

Future in Armenia” youth participatory 

project funded by the US Embassy in 

Armenia. 

Identifying and addressing              

educational needs of Syrian Youth, the project introduces comprehensive and well-structured          

long-term training program, offering variety of classes on knowledge transfer and skill building       

opportunities. Moreover, it grounds the platform with the best learning environment for young people 

to tackle challenges and barriers          

together, deal with them theoretically 

and practically, learn from each other’s 

experiences and try to find relevant     

applicable solutions. 

Further, classes designed for young    

people are based on methodology and 

mechanisms to increase interaction, communication,         socializing among young people, as well 

as enhance group-working skills, sharing ideas, building friendships and absorbing valuable          

information. Increasing learning-opportunities and empowering Syrian youngsters is the key         

objective of this program to boost their personal development and job prospects. 



Humanitarian Aid Distributed at “Aleppo” CCO 

On October 13-14, 2015, beneficiary families of “Aleppo” 

Compatriotic Charitable Organization were provided with 

humanitarian aid. 

“Aleppo” CCO expresses its deep gratitude to “ARDA” 

Charitable Fund for assisting in charitable activities.  

 This aid is extremely important for families in need who 

have moved to Armenia in recent months. 

The Initiative of “Aleppo” CCO for Uniting                   
Syrian-Armenian Teenagers 

On October 25, 2015, “Aleppo” 

Compatriotic Charitable             

Organization initiated an overnight 

for the members of the Teen 

Council. 

Headed by the Director of the 

Teen Council Mrs. Aline Momjian, 

35 Syrian-Armenian teenagers, 

aged from 13 to 18, spending one 

night in the new center of “Aleppo” 

CCO, had the opportunity of taking part in the overnight, comprised of very expansive, interesting 

and diverse program. 

The teens took part in various games, aimed at the development of their creative mind. Moreover, 

they performed national, patriotic songs, watched movies through which they got acquainted with the 

Armenian History. 

The purpose of this initiative by the Teen Council of “Aleppo” CCO was to bring together               
Syrian-Armenian teenagers living in Armenia, reveal their creative skills, contributing to the creation 
of bright future in the Motherland. 



The Level Stitch of Marash Needlework was presented 
at the “Aleppo” CCO 

On October 20, 2015 the second working 

meeting on “Traditional Needlework: from 

Ancient Times to Modernity” topic took 

place in the framework of “Training for 

Women on Traditional Needlework”       

project at the new center of “Aleppo” 

Compatriotic Charitable Organization. 

The speaker of the meeting was the      

Director of “Martiros Saryan” Art Academy 

in Aleppo, Painter, Mr. Hrazdan           

Tokmajian. The latter presented the      

features of the Level Stitch of Marash Needlework, the expansion of the level stitch after genocide, 

and the patterned characteristics of the ornament, by drawing parallels between needlework and 

other directions of applied arts. 

The participants of the meeting had the           

opportunity of touching and closely studying    

Marash needlework pieces, preserved from     

ancient times. 

The representative of the German International 

Cooperation Agency (GIZ), Karine Simonyan 

was also present at the meeting. 

Just to remind, “Trainings for Women on West-

ern Traditional Needlework” project is being implemented by “Aleppo” Organization with the financial 

assistance of the German International             

Cooperation Agency (GIZ). 

The major goal of the project is to improve the 

well-being of both Syrian Armenian trainers and 

the direct beneficiaries as well as promote and 

pass on the tradition of Western Armenian      

Needlework. 



“Aleppo” Compatriotic Charitable Organization conducted 

the third workshop within the GIZ funded project of 

“Trainings for Women on Traditional Needlework” on     

October 26, 2015, 

The workshop, focused on Ayntap Needlework, captured 

attention and interest of attendees. Participating women 

attentively listened the history and traditions of Ayntap 

Needlework, became aware of its uniqueness and richness presented by Mr. Hrazdan Tokmajian, 

the Director of “Martiros Saryan” Art Academy in Aleppo, Painter. 

To the surprise of women participants, Mr. Tokmajian also 

demonstrated modern and ancient pieces of delicate Ayntap 

needlework during the workshop, which outlined core      

uniqueness and beauty of Ayntap, as an inseparable part of 

the Western Armenian Traditional Needlework. 

More than 40 participants, attended the workshop, which took 
place at the newly opened center of “Aleppo” CCO. 

Workshop Focused on Ayntap Needlework 

The Representative of the Embassy of France in        
Armenia Visits “Aleppo” CCO 

On October 27, 2015, Universities, Enterprises and 

Innovations attaché of the Cooperation and        

Cultural Action Department at the Embassy of the 

French Republic in Armenia, Mrs. Nanée            

Malek-Stanians visited “Aleppo” Compatriotic 

Charitable NGO. 

In the framework of the visit, Mrs. Malek-Stanians 

met the representatives of “Aleppo” organization, namely the vice-president of the organization, 

Dzovig Magarian Baytarian. 

The representative of the organization, Naira Margaryan, presented the activities of “Aleppo”         

organization, and the ongoing projects in depth. 

Getting acquainted with the undertaken work, Mrs. Malek-Stanains expressed her satisfaction on the 
expansive and comprehensive activities, implemented by the organization in a short period of time. 



“Aleppo” CCO Celebrated its Second Anniversary 

On October 28, 2015, “Aleppo” Compatriotic Charitable NGO celebrated the second anniversary of 
its activity. 
 
Being founded in 2013 in the homeland, the board of “Aleppo” organization pursued the goal of      
uniting the potential of individuals who are interested 
in the issue of Syrian-Armenians and with joint efforts 
support sons and daughters of Mother Colony, who 
are facing hardships. 
 
The organization has been operating for two years    
only, but it has already succeeded in developing and 
implementing vital programs for the well-being of     
Syrian-Armenians. 
 
Today, the organization provides humanitarian aid to 
more than 4800 Syrian-Armenian people sheltered in 
Armenia; 60 Syrian-Armenians in need had the         
opportunity of moving from Lebanon to Armenia, in the framework of the “Save a Life” project        
initiated by the organization; more than 3 Syrian-Armenian families obtained houses in Yerevan 
without rental fee in the framework of the “Host a Family” project by “Aleppo” CCO; more than 100 
Syrian young people are part of the Youth Participation project to build their bright future in Armenia. 
“Aleppo” CCO has developed separate projects, aimed at the well-being of Syrian-Armenian women 
and children. Today, “Arevik-Armenia” Center for children and adults with disabilities operates under 
the patronage of the organization. As for the Syrian-Armenian women trainings have been organized 
for the development of women entrepreneurship, for promoting their economic participation and      
improving social conditions. 
 
Hand in hand with the Women’s Committee and the Social Committee, Youth and Teen Councils, 
individual donors, international and local institutions and organizations, the Executive Body of the 
“Aleppo” CCO with united efforts builds reliable future for Armenians, who have seen the tragedy of 
the war and have taken the migration path again. 
 
On the occasion of the second anniversary of the organization, the members of the Executive Body, 
namely Founding President Mrs. Ani Balkhian, Vice-President Dzovig Magarian-Baytarian, delivered 
congratulatory speeches. 
The members of the Executive Body, the Women’s Committee and the Social Committee, Youth and 
Teen councils also congratulated the organization and expressed words of gratitude. 
“We are sure that together, shoulder to shoulder, hand in hand, through equal steps, supporting 
each other and having faith in tomorrow’s brighter day, we will manage to reach our cherished 
dream and see Syrian-Armenians, world spread Armenians in peace, well-to-do, prosperous and 
safe”, with these words Mrs. Dzovig Magarian-Baytarian marked the beginning of the 3

rd
 anniversary 

of the organization. 
“Aleppo” CCO expresses its deep gratitude to the individuals, institutions and organizations, 
which diligently assisted and continue supporting the activities of the organization without 
hesitation. 
We are strong together with all of you. We are, we work for the sake of tomorrow’s bright     
future, for the sake of the endless faith towards the world peace, and the safe existence of 
nations. 



“Aleppo” CCO’s on-going projects are as follows: 

 "Warm Winter"    
 “Arevik” Armenia Center  

 "Host A Family"  

 “Save A Life”   

 “Adopt a Family”  

 “Arabic Club”  

 “Arabic language teaching classes”  

 “Social psychological support for Syrian-Armenians”  

 “Social psychological support for Syrian-Armenian Youth” 

 “Trainings for Women on Traditional Needlework/Embroidery” 

 “Felting classes for Syrian-Armenian women” 

 “Syrian-Armenian Youth for Better Future in Armenia” 

“Aleppo” Compatriotic Charitable 

NGO 

Tel: +374 10 54 53 69 

E-mail:  info@aleppo-ngo.org 

Address:  Northern Ave. 11, Yerevan 0001, Armenia 

http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/warm-winter/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/arevik-armenia-center/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/host-a-family/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/adopt-a-family/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/arabic-club/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/arabic-language-teaching-classes/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/social-psychological-support-for-syrian-armenians/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/social-psychological-support-for-syrian-armenian-youth/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/trainings-for-women-on-traditional-needleworkembroidery/
http://www.aleppo-ngo.org/projects/felting-classes-for-syrian-armenian-women/

